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#ubuloyiJourney■■■■■■

Many people are surprised how their lives got messed up but the reality is, it's

started right where you don't suspect

#pilotsoftwitter

First, pilots are black spiritual diviners who can travel at the speed of light using

astral frequency to locate

a patient or fight evil

2nd. Best pilots are witches who mostly learn & master flying whereas diviners mostly don't need to learn, they just scream

(password)& fly

3rd. Best flyers are whites with their aeroplanes but they are still regarded as amateurs in flight intelligence

since they have to learn from blacks how to ride the sky.

#witchUbuloyiScience

Did you know your suffering was created by your blood family with the aid of outsiders■■■

100% of ubuloyi starts at home

100% of curses on children starts at home

,,100% of struggles by children starts at home 

 

,,100% of infertility is created at home 

 

,,100% of inability to get work & prosper is masterminded at home 
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#didYouKnow 

,,Parents & aunts are some of the causes of your sufferings 

 

,,Uncles are some of the causes of your struggles

Yur sisters & brothers are some of the jelas witches fighting yur progress

■■■■Very true,,,it starts at home

,,,,Then it's those who came into the family by social arrangements like marriage or adoption,,,,,,abomakoti & adopted

people in yur family.

Some of these people carry ubuloyi frequency from their own homes & continue it in other homes but others learn out of

boredom & jelas

,,,,Then is umakhelwane who mostly starts using witch biznis out of hate & jelas cos their kids aren't prospering like you■■

#hiddenUbuloyiProsperity

This is bit complicated & can't be easily seen. Some kids are being moulded from a young age by own parents with the aid

of other family members or outsiders to groom them into being herders of families through magic grooming.

These kids are meant to never struggle to get jobs, money etc so they can feed their families. They will forever work for their

families. They are always watched by magical CCTV & anything disturbing the witch-family-plan will be fought & crushed so

as to retain stranglehold on

the child.

In this case if the kid wants to marry, it will become problematic cos the parents want to choose who to marry & where to

stay; more especially closer to them & that partner to marry must also come from a witches family so as to not disturb the

frequency &

spells created on the child....The child is their #MagicalATM/CashCow & if you have to heal the child of this magic the ones

who did it must first die cos it's a life & death spell otherwise this spell will lie low & wake again strong & will or might kill the

one trying to remove

it or even kill the child■■■■ 

 

#Potent items of ubuloyi 

 

,,Amathuna 

 

,,Sperms 

 

,,Sex even with condom (auras) 

 

,,Food idliso



 

#outsideUbuloyiLovers 

This is mainly done by insecure lovers who want to keep you, they don't have bad intentions but have love fears &

desperately want to build a home

,,This is done by febelists who want to abuse you as they go roaming around with febism as you stay at home, waiting

patiently

,,This is done by lovers who have been hurt previously & now believe the best way to keep what's yurs is to bewitch it

#MagicLoveSpells

,,This is done by exes who want to bring back lost lovers. Plz learn that there are various circumstances that can lead to love

break ups, either spells, behaviour, spirit etc

,,This is done by selfish lovers who use fake love to crook people into lalile/

lalile/sleepysheep so they can use their positive auras to make their own prosperities/riches

,,This is used by thieves who do cash heists to offload their negative energy to collect pure energy & keep them high on

positive frequency Etc

#circumatancesOfLoveSpells

,,,Plzzz be told, everything has a time limit, one-way or the other, it will expire, as such you need to ensure that you keep

activating & refueling the spell

,,Love spells cause sickness to the one given & might cause premature death.

Most common illneses is extreme ulcers, asthma, migraines, bone marrow, body sores, blindness

#officeFriendsUbuloyi

,,This is done by people at work who use yur auras to gain themselves progress & prosperity

,,This is done by friends jealous of you &

also who want your positive aura to progress themselves■■

to be continued tomorrow where in Part 2, we'll deal with #Bringbacklostlovers etc
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